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President’s Corner 
 

Hello everyone, 

I hope everyone is doing well. Thank you to Dan Zak 

who led August’s meeting with a demo and talk on 

wiring and bending techniques.  

 Dan explained the 

proper way to wire and 

the importance of 

correctly applying wire. 

That when not applied 

correctly how you set 

yourself up for problems 

when trying to bend a 

branch or trunk and what 

those problems are.  Dan 

always manages to throw 

in extra information which is not generally known and 

make it interesting! 

We also had a demo and 

display at the Erie 

County Fair this year.  

I am not sure how many 

have noticed that a few 

weeks ago you could see 

some trees changing 

color for the fall. I am 

only mentioning it 

because moving trees 

into their winter space for many of us means moving 

things out of the way first.  

The days are getting shorter and the nights will be 

getting cooler please be mindful of your watering. Many 

trees are lost at this time of year and it is not realized 

until spring. You think the tree did not come out of 

dormancy because of the winter. But you killed the tree 

last fall by over watering and thinking it went into 

dormancy doing well. I know write a lot about watering. 

But it is the single most important task you do when it 

comes to bonsai. Remember you water when the tree 

needs it not to a schedule.  

One of things that is not talked about much when wiring 

a tree is the level the branch is in relationship to your 

body. While this may seem like over kill it is not. If you 

are going to spend hours wiring one tree this will help 

with feeling tired or sore and improve your wiring. The 

branch you are wiring should be at your mid stomach to 

mid chest level. This allow your arms to be at relaxed 

position. In this range your arms are at their strongest 

requiring the little in the form of energy to hold them 

up. Second you should be in position that allows you to 

wire the branch towards the center of your body. 

Physically we are all capable of wiring in all sorts of 

positions. But this is not the most comfortable or 

natural position for you. It is no different than when you 

need to carry something, yes you are capable of lifting it 

up and carrying it holding it at the level of your upper 

chest but why would you. The same is true for wiring. 

Like I said to begin with this may sound like over kill 

especially if you are using a thin gauge wire but move 
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up to a larger gauge and you will see a difference. Not 

to mention you will find you do not get as tired as 

much.  

One of the demonstrators at this year’s U.S. Nationals 

was Marco Invernizzi. For those not familiar with him, 

short version studied with Salvatore Liporace of Italy, 

spent 4 years with Masahiko Kimora and a host of other 

recognizable people. I mention his pedigree because 

you would think his demonstrations would be complex, 

but they are not. He opens up his demonstrations 

taking about respecting the tree when working with it. 

Doing things to reduce the stress you put on the tree.  

Then as he works through his demonstration, he points 

out what he is doing is to reduce the stress on the tree 

but still allowing him to get to things done. In his 

demonstrations, he points out he is only looking to 1, 

establish a structure and 2, set the tree up to grow. 

Later on, in a year or more he will come back and start 

deal with refining the tree but not to the point where it 

would be considered to look like a bonsai. The 

reasoning is allowing the tree to grow and in growth the 

tree becomes stronger. He does not worry about a 

branch growing in a useless place as he say’s I can 

remove it latter. 

 I have not mentioned the first thing he says when he 

starts talking about how he works on trees. 

“Westerners on average are to concerned with taking a 

piece of material and making it look like a bonsai right 

away”. He points out commercial bonsai in Japan is 

done in stages that take several years and each step is 

undertaken by an individual who only does that task. 

Where westerners try to do everything themselves and 

in a shorter period of time.  

Mr. Invernizzi has 3 rules for working on bonsai. 1. 

Respect the tree. 2. Respect the tree and the third is can 

you guess what it is? Respect the tree. It is not how fast 

you can make something into a bonsai it is how well can 

you create a bonsai. Creating takes time, time to 

recover, time to grow. So, next time you are working on 

tree do not ask yourself can I do this or that ask how 

much does the tree want to have done to it right now.  

The other thing Mr. Invernizzi talks about is having the 

tree at a good height, where you are working on the 

tree should be between your mid stomach and mid 

chest. This allows you to reach up into the tree working 

out in the same direction the tree is growing. This 

reduces the chances of breaking something.  

It is interesting to point out Mr. Invernizzi who is very 

passionate and vocal about ergonomics when working 

on a bonsai, has a degree in Art Architecture. Most of 

what I wrote about wiring a tree earlier in this article I 

paraphrased from Mauro Stemberger teachings, an 

architect, now professional bonsai artist. And never no 

mind they are both from Italy. Grazie ragazzi!  

Our October meeting will be on pests and insects by 

John Wiessinger.  

 

Scott 
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2021 Monthly Agenda: 
 

October 9th John Wiessinger 

November 13th  Hank Miller 

December 11th Christmas Dinner 
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Tree of the Month 

 
By Dick Smith, Cheektowaga NY Japanese 

white pine 

 

                

 

 

 

2021 Board Members 
 
 
Scott Russo- President 
Paul Pearson- Treasurer 

Christine Wilkolaski - Board 
 662-9429 membership 
Bob Maxwell- Board 
Kathy Bak- Board 
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